We analyze fractional powers H", a > 0, of the generators H of uniformly bounded locally equicontinuous semigroups 5. 
dt(i-s,r x
where m is an integer larger than a, c am is a suitable constant, and the limit exists in the appropriate topology if, and only if, x € D (H a 
Introduction
The operator D of differentiation acts through multiplication by -iX in Fourier space, where X is the Fourier variable. Hence, for a > 0, one can define the fractional power D a of differentiation as multiplication by {-iX) a . But multiplication by (-iX) a corresponds to convolution of the inverse Fourier transform with a distribution S a , the fractional derivative of the Dirac measure 8. Hence D a can be interpreted as the distribution S a evaluated on the group S t = exp{-tD} of translations, that is, as the operator Ss" with action
(S s ,,f)(x) = I dyS a (y)(S y f)(x) = I dy6°(y)f(x -y)
The aim of this paper is to analyze fractional powers of generators of uniformly bounded equicontinuous semigroups by an analogous method. Specifically if S, = exp{-tH} is a uniformly bounded strongly continuous semigroup acting on the Banach spaces %? then we define H a by
where D(H a ) consists of those x e %? such that the strong limit, over an appropriate net of test functions r\, exists. This method of defining H a has several advantages. It is quite intuitive and agrees with the standard method of defining fractional derivatives. It readily extends to generators of a large class of equicontinuous semigroups which induces strongly continuous or weakly* continuous semigroups. It leads to easy proofs of basic properties such as multiplicativity, that is, H a H^ = H a+ P. It differs, however, from the traditional methods of defining fractional powers by integral algorithms. Nevertheless one of our principal conclusions is that it gives the same results as the traditional theory.
The standard theory of fractional powers of generators originated with the early work of Bochner [5] and Phillips [17] on convolution semigroups but then developed along quite different lines than those sketched above. Balakrishran [2] [3] Fractional powers of generators 475
Subsequently this algorithm has been used as the definition of H a for all a > 0. Many other authors contributed to the study of fractional powers of generators through the above integral algorithms or alternative algorithms using powers of the resolvent of H, and summaries of the subject from various aspects, at various stages of its development, with extensive references and applications, can be found in the books of Yosida [22] , Friedman [9] , Krasnoselskii et al [13] , Triebel [20] , Tanabe [19] , and Pazy [16] . A comprehensive description of the subject is also given in the series of papers by Komatsu [11] . Most of this work concerns generators of strongly continuous semigroups, or operators with strongly continuous resolvent families, but Berens, Butzer, Westphal [3] and Komatsu [11] have also derived results in the case of weak* continuity. Our methods have the advantage of unifying these two cases, and extending the results in several ways.
The starting point of our investigation is Schwartz' definition [18] of the operator 5 P associated with a tempered distribution (p evaluated on an equicontinuous semigroup S. There are various possible formulations of the semigroup theory but we have chosen to follow that of Arveson [1] . This theory is outlined in Section 2 where a number of preliminary equicontinuity properties are discussed. In Section 3, following Schwartz [18] , we define S 9 as a limit over a net of test functions tj of the bounded operators = r Jo A number of elementary properties of the S?, their products, and the map <p i-» S 9 are also derived. 
Continuous semigroups
Let 3? denote a Banach space with norm || • || and y a norm-closed subspace of the dual 3f* of 3f. Further let a {2?',&) be the locally convex topology on 3? induced by the functional in y . We assume 2. the a{3f, y )-closed convex hull of every cr(J^,y)-compact set in 3f is a(3?, y)-compact, 3 . the <r(y, J^-closed convex hull of every <?(y, J^)-compact set in y is crty.J^-compact.
These conditions are satisfied if y = <f *, or if 3f has a predual Sf* and y = 3?» (see [1] or Chapter 3 of [6] ), and they appear to be the minimum requirements for the development of a satisfactory theory of integration for semigroups continuous with respect to the <7(J",y)-topology. We note that Arveson (private communication) has established that conditions 2 and 3 are not a consequence of condition 1 and the fact that y is norm-closed.
Next we define a <7(Jf,y)-continuous semigroup to be a semigroup S = {S,}t>o of bounded linear operators on 3? such that 
Similarly if x G D(H) then [7] Fractional powers of generators 479 Next we define a family { T a } of bounded operators on %? to be (x{Sf, y ) -) equicontinuous if for each compact subset K c y there exist a compact subset K' such that PK(T a x) < p' K (x) for all x € Sf and for all a. In particular the semigroup 5 is equicontinuous if the family {S,} r >o satisfies this property. More generally S is defined to be locally (T(^,y)-)equicontinuous if the family {S t }, e [Q Jo ] is equicontinuous for each to e [0, oo), or, equivalently, for to = 1. PROPOSITION 
Let S be a a(3f ,SF)-continuous semigroup with a\8?, ^-generator H. If S is locally z(%?, ^)-equicontinuous then it is x(2?.^-continuous and the z(Sf,^-generator of S is equal to H, that is, for each x e D(H) lim (/ -S,)x/t = Hx where the limit is in the x(Sf ,y)-topology.

PROOF. If x e D(H) then f(S s x -S t x) = f drf(SrHx)
Js and hence p K (S s x-S,x) < p K >{Hx)\t-s\ for 0 < t, s < 1. Now for x e D{H) and y e 8? one has PROOF. In the light of the foregoing remark it suffices to prove 1 => 3. Assume t n -> t, 0 < t n < 1, /" -»• 0 in the o(&~, J s ')-topology, and ||/ n || < 1. We must show that S* n f n is o{& ,%?)-comzr%en\ to zero or, equivalently, [9] Fractional powers of generators 481 7I-.OOM(S, n -S,)x)) = 0 for all « / . Now let K denote the a{3 r ',< compact set {/"}"> 1 U {0} and choose K' such that PK(S S X) < PK'(X) for all 0 < s < 1 and all x e 3f. Next remark that the domain D(H) of the generator H of S is a(^,^")-dense and hence T(^',^")-dense. Thus given x G 3f and e > 0 one may choose y e D(H) such that PK'(X -y) < e/2. Therefore \f n {S s (x -y))\ < e/2 for all 0 < s < 1 and all n > 1. Consequently
\M{S, m -S,)x))\ < \f n ((S tn -S,)y))\ + e < j dsf n (S s Hy) +e <\t-t n \\\Hy\\+e.
The desired conclusion follows immediately.
Next we use this characterization of local equicontinuity to examine equicontinuity of families {5^} where ft are measures on R + . PROPOSITION 
Let S be a uniformly bounded a(3f .^-continuous semigroup which is locally x(3f ,^)-equicontinuous.
Further let JV be a norm bounded set of finite measures on R + such that uniformly for [i e JV.
It follows that the family {S^fi eyf} is %(%?,^)-equicontinuous.
PROOF. It follows from the assumption (*) that there exists a continuous, positive, decreasing function p on R + which tends to zero at infinity such that 
and all x e 3f. Therefore
for all ft e N and x e 3?, as desired. PROOF. If the set JV in Proposition 2.6 is finite the uniformity condition (*) is irrelevant and the family {S^ji eJ^} is equicontinuous.
We conclude this section with some remarks about open questions concerning the foregoing framework.
First, it is conceivable that local equicontinuity of a o(3?, ^-continuous semigroup follows automatically from the assumed properties of y . We have argued, in the discussion prior to Proposition 2.4, that this is the case if f? -Sf* or if !F = %?*. But equicontinuity is not automatic. Translations on Loo(R) are locally equicontinuous but not equicontinuous with respect to the o^LocL^-topology, that is, the weak*-topology. Nevertheless the dual group, translations on Z-i(R), is equicontinuous.
Second, if local equicontinuity is not automatic it is still possible that it is a self-dual property, that is the cr(J*\J?")-continuous semigroup 5 = {S t } t >o is locally equicontinuous if, and only if, the dual semigroup S* = {S*} t >o is locally equicontinuous. Right and left translations on Li(R+) and Loo(R + ) show that equicontinuity of a semigroup does not imply equicontinuity of the dual semigroup but the situation for local equicontinuity is unclear.
(The properties of Li(R) and Loo(R) alluded to above rely upon an appropriate characterization of weakly compact sets in L\. The required characterization follows from Theorem V.6.1 and Exercise IV. 13.54 of [8] . The solution of the exercise follows easily from Theorem IV.8.9 and Corollary IV.8.11.)
Distributions and semigroups
Throughout this section the o-(^, .^-continuous semigroup S = {S t } t >o is assumed to be uniformly bounded, that is, ||S,|| < M for some M > 1 and all t > 0. In this case one can associate with each bounded measure n on R+ the bounded e r^, .^-continuous operator S^ by
= f d/i(t)S,x.
Now, following Schwartz [18] , we extend this definition to a large class of distributions supported on R + .
Let <p denote a tempered distribution with support in R + . Then <p is defined to be R+-summable if tp * r\ e £i(R+) for each n e C §Q(R+), the infinitely Since 5 P is a{Sf,9') -cr(^,^-closed this establishes that x € D{S 9 ) and S,,JC = S$x. Thus 5 P = 5 ; .
Next we consider products of the Sy. PROPOSITION Next we consider continuity properties of the map <p i-> 5 P . These properties are more delicate because the S 9 are generally unbounded. Neverthelesŝ reg(5') is a common core for all the S 9 and one has the following weak result.
[13] REMARK 3.4. It suffices for Proposition 3.3 that <pj * n is L \ -convergent to <p * n for one non-zero tj e C §Q(R+). The proof is very similar but one takes a limit in the manner used to prove the last part of Proposition 3.1. REMARK 3.5. The weakness of Proposition 3.3 is that 5° is not necessarily closed. If it is known for other reasons to be closed then of course S® = S 9 .
Finally we note that the foregoing results are essentially due to Schwartz [18] . But Schwartz considers the class of distributions which are finite sums of derivatives of finite measures. This class has the advantage of being automatically closed under convolution.
Fourier transforms
In this section we establish our notation for Fourier transforms and prove a number of results about transforms of particular distributions. Next for any positive integer n the «th derivative of the Dirac measure S, which will be denote by S", has Fourier transform X i-> (-iX) n . More generally if a is any real number larger than -1 we define the distribution S a to be the inverse Fourier transform of X H-> (-iX) a . Here, and in the sequel, the branch of a fractional power is defined as follows. If z is a nonzero complex number then z a means exp{a log z} where the imaginary part of log z is chosen to be in (-n, n]. Thus the logarithm, and non-integral powers, are cut along the negative real axis, and (-iz) a is continuous on the closed upper half-plane.
The following result is well known. PROPOSITION PROOF. Let ^ be a C°°-function of compact support equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of the origin. Then £d a is a distribution of compact support and
a is an infinitely-differentiable function with support in (0, oo) and equal to a constant multiple of t~l~a for sufficiently large t. IF n e ^(R) then n * & a e S*{R) and
In the rest of the section our aim is to prove the integrability of the inverse Fourier transforms of some special simple functions. We begin with two essentially standard results of this nature. PROPOSITION 
Let a > 0. Then the Fourier transform of the distribution t •-> d(t)t
J-oo Jo
Now changing variables in the second integral from t to s -(I -ik)t
PROOF. One has (-iX/(l -ik))
a
But the first term is the Fourier transform of an integrable function by Proposition 4.3 and the remainder term by a straightforward argument. (The remainder and its derivatives are of order k~2 at infinity.)
The last integrability result is the most delicate. It is the basis of our discussion of fractional derivatives in Section 6. PROPOSITION 
If a > 0 then k i-> ((1 -e a )/(-ik)) a is the Fourier transform of an integrable function.
PROOF. The proof is divided into three cases. Then g a is integrable and hence its inverse Fourier transform g a is a continuous function. Moreover g a is continuously differentiable, and its derivative g' a is integrable, and it is twice continuously except at the points 2nj, j = ±1, ± 2 , . . . , where the second derivative g" has integrable singularities; g" is globally integrable. It follows readily that the pointwise second derivative of g a , defined almost everywhere, coincides with its second derivative in the sense of distributions. Since this second derivative is an integrable function, g a (t) = 0(t 2 ) at infinity and hence g a is integrable. 
(t) = O(k~2).
Jk
In order to deduce from this that the series (*) is summable we are going to argue that g a does not vary too much on (k,k + 1) for large k. From the above representation of g a we first find for k < t < k + 1 that
7=0
We will estimate the term with j -k and the remainder separately. Thus we write h(t) = E,to' cj(t -j)
and so |A'(0l
for k<t<k+I. Let ik, denote the integer part of k/2, and split the sum into a sum from 0 to k\ and a sum from
Thus \h'(t)\ <ck l~P where /? is the smaller of a and 1-aandc is independent of k. Now
\g a {t) -h(k + I)| < \g a (t) -h(t)\ + \h(t) -h(k +
Since, however, / * + l dtg a (t) = O(k~2) one finds \h(k + ±)| = 0{k~{-P).
Thus writing \g a {t)\ < \h(k + I)| + \c k \(t -k)
a~l + ck-'-t* one obtains f£ +1 dt\g a {t)\ = 0{k~x~p) as desired. is (1 -ik) a . Next we use r a to denote the inverse Fourier transform of (1 -iA)~a. Then by Proposition 4.3, r a (t) is a constant multiple of t a~1 e~t, and in particular it is an integrable function. Thus defining R a -S ra we conclude that R a is a bounded a^J*, ^-continuous operator on 3?. THEOREM 
Fractional powers
(a) (/ + H) a -R~l in the strict algebraic sense, that is, R a and (I + H) a both have kernel {0} and D((I + H) a ) = R{R a ), the range ofR a . (b) D(H a ) = D((I + H) a ).
[19] ) for large X and hence it is integrable at infinity as are all its derivatives. It is also analytic everywhere on the real axis except at the origin, where it can be written locally as the sum of two terms the first of which is analytic and the second of which is a product of an analytic function by {-iX) a . Thus Sgi -H on Sf Ki {S) and consequently by Sg> = H. But by part a one has Ss>Ss' = Ss'*$> so Sg^s 1 = H 2 . By iteration of this argument one obtains the desired result for all integer n > 1.
Next we turn to the problem of identifying the fractional power H a as defined above with the traditional definitions (see, for example, [22, Section IX. 11]). We first emphasize, however, that our definition of the generator H of the semigroup S 1 corresponds to the formal relation S t = exp{-tH}. Other authors, for example Yosida [22] , adopt a convention which replaces H by -H and is consistent with the relation S t = exp{tH}. This can lead to confusion in comparisons with the literature.
The original notion of fractional power of a semigroup generator is due to Bochner [5] who observed that if 0 < a < 1 then there exists a family of positive functions {fif}i>o on R + such that dspfWe-**, A > 0.
The nf form a convolution semigroup (see, for details of such semigroups, The generator H a of this semigroup is a natural candidate for the ath power of H and in fact it is equal to H a as defined above. This equality is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.3.
[21] In the sequel we give two applications of Theorem 5.4 which both arise from a special type of approximating measure. Hence as a preliminary we prove the following. As a first application of these application results we derive the characterization of H a by the integral transform described in the introduction. The last necessary step for this characterization is the following. PROPOSITION for all e > 0 and all X in the upper half-plane.
PROOF. The left-hand side of (*) is analytic in the upper half-plane, and the integral can be regarded as a contour integral along the positive real axis from e to oo. Take X in the upper half plane, and change variable of integration from t Xo s = Xt. This gives:
where y(e,X) is the contour running from eX to oo along the ray from the origin through X. Because the integrand is well behaved in the upper halfplane, it follows from the Cauchy Integral Theorem that Conversely if sup ; ||5 p> x|| < +oo then by weak*-compactness of the unit ball there is a weak*-convergent subnet S 9 .,x, whose limit we denote by y. ). This latter result was first obtained by Berens, Butzer, Westphal [3] and independently by Komatsu [11] . Note that it also follows from Proposition 5.6 and 5.7 that this last result is also true with the weak*-limit replaced by the
Fractional derivatives
Again we consider a uniformly bounded, locally equicontinuous, o{%?', continuous semigroup S with generator H. ) . There are a number of necessary preliminaries to the proof. First we must define the fractional powers of (/ -S t )/t.
Since (/ -S,)/t is norm bounded, for / > 0, one can define its exponential by a uniformly convergent power series expansion. Then
Hence if ||5,|| < M for all t > 0, ||exp{-j(/ -S,)/t}\\ < M. Thus the semigroups 5 •-> T s -exp{-s(/ -S t )/t} are uniformly bounded, and uniformly continuous. Therefore the fractional powers of their generators can be defined as in Section 5.
The second step in the proof is to establish the existence of finite measures H% on R + such that the fractional powers have the representation
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The basic result is a single operator expansion based on Theorem 5.8. 
